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I. The WPLG piece of... 

After viewing all five days of the WPLG special on talk radio 
radio in South Florida I have determined that it is comparable to 
a piece of .... (the word that got Lassiter canned) 

Tuesday's segment made Neil look like the bad guy who always 
made incorrect .judgements and took "low blows" at others hosts. 
(That's a good one) As A1 said, "Neil paints with a braud brush." 
No Al, your trespassing on John Broward’s line and you are still 
wrong. Give one example of such a thing. Does Neil say one thing 
about one host that applies to all, does he generalise? He does 
not. But since you believe it make sure you don't do the the same 
thing because you copy everything else from Neil except for the 
station call letters. 

Second, on day three of the segment when Spanish radio was 
disgused there was a segment where one of the Spanish hosts was 
asked about the English stations and the next segment was, "He’s a 
clown and he admits he's a homosexual.." I don't see how that 
relates to the issues of Spanish against English stations or visa 
versa. Maybe his sexual preference was emphasised because Bobby 
"Gay" Groves helped produce the piece. Why wasn't Al's preference 
mentioned? 

Alan Burke was dug up from the grave. Why? He has proven his 
popularity in this market (If Fowler person would of kept him on 
any longer the station would of owed points) and still has the 
audacity to say,"...but talk radio in South Florida has reached a 
kind of level that I don't find particularly conducive to the 
professional standards I grew up with." Oy boy, I say, to John 
Scott, you did a poor job. I think the intentions were good, but 
you did a disservice to the listeners who know what is truly going 
on. 

Last but not least, does Lee Fowler have name recognition? 
John Scott claims that Donughut man has. Does Fowler person have 
more name recognition than Jerry Wichner, than Mike Reineri, or 
Bill Calder? Of course not! The only recognitition Lee has is bad 
recognition. Whether you know this or not, Lee Fowler is despised 
by everyone who has ever worked for him and everyone who currently 
works for him; AM and FM. 

The last day, what a dosee. Bobby Groves took the WPLG pooper 
scooper walked around the WPLG editing room and that basically 
made day 5. 

II. If I were to do it. . . 

As you all know this piece could be compared to yellow 
journalism. All the hosts were yelling and screaming at each 
other. There was name calling and ego boosting. Why not get 
dirtier? 

If I were to do this piece on the South Florida talk market, 
I would tell it like it is. No closet doors, would be kept closed. 
I would grab Al Rantel by the nose and drag him out of the closet. 

'All would learn of Kane’s philosophy of "theatrics;" the fake 
guests, fake calls and daily contrived controversy. We would 
examine Fowlerosophy: I would interview some of his employees and 
what they have got to say about him. I would probably have to 
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disguise all of the present day employees working at WNWS because 
none of them, to my knowledge, like Lee Fowler. The people at 
Dunkin Donughuts love Lee Fowler, for obvious reasons. 

Obviously, what I would like to do would take longer because 
people would be lined up from Perrine to Pittsburg to bad mouth, 
and rightfully so, Lee Fowler. There is much more to be uncovered 
but T.V. is not the right place to do it. Maybe if all the W-SNOZE 
haters will send donations to me, I and several other WNWS lovers 
will buy air time at WVCG and discuss this most interesting topic. 
I am sure it will, be a show that would raise some pupiks. 

III. Did you notice that... 

Did you notice that there were many discrepancies in the WPLG 
piece.' At times Steve Kane was in the old WNWS studios and at 
others he was at the new ones. 

He also has different color eyes. Throughout certain segments 
Steve s eyes changed colors. One day two, when he was wearing the 
green, shirt he had green eyes, that is because Steve wears those 
colored contact lenses. Day three Steve went back to either brown 
or black eyes. 

Did you notice that Kane was overly theatric? Maybe it was 
just my imagination. 

Did you notice that Lee Fowler resembeled Mr. Potato Head. 
Neil, why did you put you hands on your face and make Chinese 
eyes at the camera? 
Last but not least, did you know that Steve Kane still uses 

the Joe Pine 3" * 5" index cards with the cliches such as "Get off 
my phone you creep." 

IV. Deaths, New Borns and Rp^&ncarnations. 

WVCGSJ Marilyn Volker, hosted "Sex With Marilyn." Has been 
canceled due to lack of money. (She recieved 23 calls from 
me during her short lived program.) 

** Replacements for her show are as follows: 
Monday: Backstage with Iris.. Acker. 
Tuesday: Survival Line with Michael Mann, who use to be 

the former newsman for the "Morning Madness" 
oldies show on WVCG. 

Wednesday: tjaitn Be«v Yosef hosts a propaganda show from New 
York sponsored by The Jewish Defense League. 

Thursday-Friday: Rotates between Iris Acker & Michael Mann. 
WNWSSJ Jennifer Rehm has told Lee Fowler to'“shuv it. Did” you" know' 

that after Jennifer had been taken off the air, Lee Fowler 
had intercepted all of her mail, read it and never gave it 
to her. This is just one example of how Lee establishes 
his popularity. 

WI0DS' Pe>rab goyd will be hosting a type of show which has not 
been_attempted since WRBAS' (1430 a.m. in Homestead which is off 
th air; swap and shop show hosted by Andre Farr. Callers will call 
and attempt to sell items such as their antique John Broward dolls 
and others will be listening for those super buys. Remember this. 
The show will be plaqued with problems and will have to be put to 
sleep. There are dosens of potential problems which will be 
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experienced by WlGD if they do not produce the show properly. The 
man power, and time used to run the show properly is truly a waste. 
If they decide to actually go through with it, I will give some 
pointers., . ■ 

Mke_Miller (WIOD) will attempt a dating show. That should be 
interesting. The most recent dating show was on Y100 (WHYI) hosted 
by Joni Goes to Hollywood, Sundays from 8—10 p.m. It was scraped 
after 4 weeks. I actually succeded to penetrate their forces and 
strung on many crasy Y100 listeners for weeks. Just ask Henry from 

and Daniel Pudjnot are now hosting a 
WQAM, weekdays from 10-1.2 p.m. It- seem to be an 

sports show on 
utter failure. 

a psychic on WIOD, Cortftig Volpe, Sunday’s at 3 p.m 

V. Rumors 

is rumored that Lee Fowler lives at 20860 San Simeno Way. 
lx you would like to speak to a Lee Fowler friend call 
(216-238-7077.) 

--Next weeks feature will be Alan *#Mikels'v Polaskys’ home phone 
number and address. 

The Rascal house is comrning out with two new specials: 
Donughut-a-la-orange and Donughut-frikase. 

S rn an? Pon are sleeping with each other. 
4 WINZ will be bringing an overnight man into the picture. 
_ Shirley Cleters will be leaving as of December 31, 1986. 
--—Steve Kane always tells his audience where he eats because he 
1 ik0<^pcop 10 to watch him oat. 

VI. History 

This.will cover Lee Fowler and Alan Mikels background. 
It will be published at a later date. 

VII. Trivia ScoJe.: -O- = p 

1) 
2) 

3) 

Who won the WINZ-WNWS softball game played at tropical park? 
Which talk show host has rec^ved a scholarship to play at 
Tulanef 

Which radio station is looking for a program director! 
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VIII. Top 10 called as of October 31. 

1) John McQ.. . . . 52* 
2) Peppy Fields. . . . 40 
3) Alan Burke. . . . 37 ~~2 
4) Don Webb. . . 35 * 
5) Bob Lassiter. , . . 31 
6) Steve Kane & 

Jerry Wichner. . . . . . 30 
7) Bill Calder. ..28~—4 
8) Marilyn Volker. . . . . 23 3 
9) Mike Thompson, 

Mike Miller & --1 

Neil Rogers. . . 22 
10) Bev Smith & . -j 

Mark Edwards. . ..19 J 

IX. Did you know that? 

Did you know that Neil Rogers (940 a.m. WINZ) is going steady 
with Evett from'WNWS? Evett is not a male employee at WNWS, she is 
a female board operator there. She use to run Jennifer Rehms’ show 
now she runs the board for the weekend shows in the morning. 

Neil and Evett are engaged to be married for the past two 
weeks. Evett said, "I really like Neil and his views on politics, 
religion and Spanish radio stations, I am looking forward tov°ae 
great life with Neil and we plan to have many.babies." I asked 
Neil what he had to say about the act he hadvpuVbing on to the 
world (repeatedly insisting he was gay.) "I- did it for the 
ratings. Lee Fowler told me that most people who recflve the 
Arbitron diary every Thursday are gay, so I decided to put on an 
act just like Kane does every day. I assumed that if I said I was 
gay, the majority of the audience being gay, would listen. I was 
right. That’s why they call #ie the queen. But now I am out of the 
closet and I am revealing myself as a heterosexual. It was 
difficult for me to keep the act up and I plan to write a book 
about my life as a gay king of South Florida talk show hostilry. 

A1 Rantel insists that he and Evett are going out. When Evett 
was questioned about this she denied all cWa,tfafes and said, "Neil 
is my man 1!" * ’ 

X. Clearing up false rumors. 

The writer of this paper was not physically harmed in an 
form. 
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' S4WJ or. AM ? 


